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Custom-Built for Each Application 

Using Rapid Guide Screw (RGS)  
for Precision Motion in New Sample  
Digestion System is a Smart Move

New technologically-advanced devices are constantly being developed for use in  
environmental laboratories. Generally speaking, their primary benefits lie in reduced  
analysis time, increased accuracy and greater reliability. 

However, it’s not often that a device comes along capable of reducing analysis time by over 
87% – DEENA™ is the exception. A fully automated sample digestion system for mercury 
and metals sample preparation, DEENA helps alleviate the bulk of manual sample prepara-
tion while greatly reducing errors associated with sample handling. With less time devoted 
to sample preparation, laboratory personnel are free to perform other duties with the peace 
of mind that DEENA will provide consistent data in a clean, safe and timely fashion.

In addition to dispensing reagents and heating samples, DEENA, essentially an X-Y-Z robot, 
prepares calibration and spike standards, shakes the samples, inspects their color, adjusts 
the sample volumes after the digestion process, and records every step taken in the 
process.

Steve Gunther, a Product Manager with Thomas Cain, Inc., was instrumental in the design 
of DEENA, in fact, he served in a design consulting role for the project. In a previous 
position, with a leader in sample handling and sample introduction equipment for elemental 
analysis, Gunther had become familiar with Hayden Kerk Pittman Motion Solutions, one of 
the world’s largest exclusive manufacturers of non-ball lead screws.

“The product from my previous employer had a reputation for being the most reliable in the 
industry, and the Haydon Kerk lead screws are a major reason for their performance,” said 
Gunther. “Consequently, when the design process for DEENA began, my prior experience 
with Haydon Kerk Pittman (HKP) made the company a natural choice, especially since HKP 
has a proven track record helping machine designers and manufacturers achieve precision 
movement in their devices.”

“Haydon Kerk Pittman has a lot of relevant experience in the analytical and life science 
industries,” reports Tom Solon, one of several applications engineers at HKP “As soon as 
Steve introduced himself, I knew he understood our advantages. Steve had been involved 
with our products in his previous position. As is often the case, there was resistance to 
using new technology in an existing product range. But Steve understood the potential and 
was quick to exploit HKP’s latest developments in his new design.” 

case study

“ ... had a reputation for  
being the most reliable in  
the industry, and the  
Haydon Kerk Lead Screws 
are a major reason for their 
performance.”

–  Steve Gunther 
Product Manager 
Thomas Cain, Inc.
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 There was a substantial burden on technicians before the 
arrival of DEENA. Technicians were required to manually digest 

many samples per day for analysis. In addition, standing in front 
of hoods for up to four hours every day led to fatigue and back 

problems.

Using DEENA, analyst time with the machine can be reduced from 4 hours 
to 30 minutes – the impressive 87% reduction mentioned earlier. What’s 

more, 60 samples and standards can be set for digestion during that time. 
Using an automated sampling and dispensing system and a 95°C heating block, 

DEENA completes the digestion unattended. What’s more, the device is highly precise 
because of the standards dispensing syringe. 

DEENA (and the smaller DEENA mini) is the flagship product of Thomas Cain, Inc., an 
Omaha, Nebraska based company dedicated and committed to helping environmental 
laboratories improve their efficiency and simplify their processes by automating their 
manually repetitive and time-consuming tasks. 

As might be expected, accurate positioning is one of the most important considerations in 
DEENA’s operation. It’s particularly critical during one of the last steps in sample prepara-
tion, where the samples are filled with a precise volume of de-ionized water to replace any 
water that has evaporated during the preparation process. Consistent positioning is key for 
the other sensors to be able to achieve the precision required for this step, especially along 
the X-axis (long axis) and Z-axis.

Back when the product was in its original design phase, there was thought given to using a 
traditional lead screw arrangement to ensure this precise movement. Yet doubt was raised 
as to whether a traditional assembly would be able to provide the required precision as well 
as address concerns regarding time-to-market and difficulty of assembly.

One product that caught Gunther’s eye was HKP’s Rapid Guide Screw (RGS®) 10000 Linear 
Slide. The RGS is a screw-driven linear slide that offers exceptional linear speed, accurate 
positioning and long life in a compact assembly. When Gunther first saw it, a bulb switched 
on in his head. 

“It made so much sense, a ready-to-install lead screw/rail assembly that easily bolted into 
place,” he recalled. “For a long axis, concerns about end-to-end tolerances and fit would 
no longer be issues, since the RGS 10000 would bolt to our sheet-metal frame. It was 
simple, and simple is good.”

“Simple” only scratches the surface of the RGS benefits. The linear slide has a unique, 
compact profile that provides exceptional torsional stiffness and stability for its size and 
weight. Its integral mounting base allows support over the entire length if desired, and the 
length and speed of the RGS is not limited by critical screw speed, allowing high RPM and 
linear speeds even over long spans.

The RGS Series Linear Slide includes a precision aluminum guide and carriage, and 
is driven by a precision rolled stainless steel lead screw. The moving surfaces include 
Kerkite® high performance polymers running on Kerkote™ TFE coating. The RGS comes 
standard with a wear-compensating, anti-backlash driven carriage.

Accurate positioning  
is one of the most  

important considerations  
in DEENA’s operation

“ It was simple, 
and simple is good.”

–  Steve Gunther 
Product Manager 
Thomas Cain, Inc.
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DEENA’s X-axis incorporates a linear slide that is 28” long with a one-inch pitch (e.g., one 
inch per revolution). In the Z-axis, the RGS10000 is 8.5” long with a half-inch pitch. The 
optional dispensing syringe also uses an 8.5” RGS10000. The linear slide used in the 
X-axis positions a dispenser head over the vials at each step of the process; in the Z-axis, 
there are two slides linked by a chain, as this axis is actually an elevator that lowers the 
samples into the heater block. Consequently, the typical DEENA device contains three 
RGS10000s, and when the optional syringe is included, the machine uses a total of four.

According to Gunther, a number of HKPs linear slides were designed into DEENA right 
from the beginning, displacing the alternative lead screw/rail/bearings assembly. And while 
the parts cost is initially slightly more expensive for HKP components, the RGS helps save 
time and money over the long term because of the simplicity of implementation versus the 
precision required by the supporting parts of the traditional set-up.

“All HKP products are custom-built for each application,” 
explained Solon. “So although there are standard configu-
rations, customers specify exactly what they want, whether 
it is special mounting features, sensors or brackets or 
something as different as special material or a custom 
rail profile. By using HKP’s manufacturing skills and over 
30 years experience in this field of motion control, we can 
provide exceptional value by consolidating components, 
simplifying assembly and delivering performance and reli-
ability our customers expect.” HKP credits their customers 
for pushing them continually forward. Working with industry 
leaders exposes them to new challenges and many of their 
customers participate in new product development at both 
the design and testing phases.

There are currently 10 DEENA production machines in the 
field at various locations. Response to the machines has thus far been extremely positive, 
given the myriad benefits that it offers within a laboratory setting. In particular, there are some 
lab technicians whose backs aren’t nearly as sore as they used to be, thanks to DEENA.

Of course, the RGS must take at least a small portion of the credit for DEENA’s early  
acceptance. And while Gunther hasn’t completed analyzing the tangible benefits  
(e.g., time and money savings, reliability) of using the RGS in DEENA, he is already 
convinced the linear slides were a sound decision.

“From the beginning, it was more of an intuitive feeling that HKP was the correct company, 
and the RGS10000 was obviously perfect for what we were considering,” he said. “I’m 
confident that the cost analysis will bear this out, but even without it, we’re more than 
certain that we went in the right direction.”

It’s a move that Gunther would clearly make again. The RGS10000 – and the results it has 
produced in DEENA – has taken the pain out of sample preparation.  

“ ... a natural choice,  
especially since HKP  
has a proven track record 
helping machine designers 
and manufacturers achieve 
precision movement in  
their devices.”

–  Steve Gunther 
Product Manager 
Thomas Cain, Inc.

The typical DEENA device 
contains three RGS10000s, 

and when the optional syringe 
is included, the machine  

uses a total of four.


